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Just about one month, after hav-
ing broken another record mark 
by accepting its 150th ‚Laser 
Oscar‘ in Las Vegas, LOBO now 
came back to Vegas in a com-
pletely different mission. 

On January 5th, Daimler CEO Di-
eter Zetsche presented in his key-
note on the occasion of the CES 
consumer electronics trade show 
Mercedes’ future vision of an au-
tonomously diving car with a spec-
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LOBO Laser Display in Mercedes-CES Showcar 
The autonomously driving Mercedes prototype F 015 uses an integrated laser display to com-
municate with pedestrians and other cars. 

Daimler's CEP Zetsche presents an autonomously driving vehicle with an integrated laser display.

The vehicle can indicate by means of laser 
where it will come to a complete stop It is the first show car, exclusively developed for CES.
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tacular prototype, called „F 015 - 
Luxury in Motion“. 

A central aspect behind this proto-
type was the communication of an 
autonomous car with its environ-
ment. 

LOBO developed especially for this 
show car a miniaturized laser pro-
jector, which has been integrated 
into the Mercedes star and which is 
capable of projecting a huge variety 
of information onto the road ahead 
of the car, as for example distance 
information and warnings to pedes-
trians or to other cars. 

Whereas in a conventional car the 
driver would invite a pedestrian to 
cross the road just with a gesture, 
this prototype projects with lasers a 
cross walk on the road indicating a 
pedestrian in an optically and 
acoustically way to cross the road.
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Sensor data of the vehicle is made visible to cars and pedestrians by means of lasers.

With lasers the car can communicate with pedestrians.

LOBO® Laser- und Multimediasysteme, Robert-Bosch-Strasse 100, 73428 Aalen/ Germany 
Phone: +49 (0) 7361 96 87-0, Fax: +49 (0) 7361 96 87-99 

Internet: www.lobo.de, Email: mail@lobo.de

Important Notice: All laser effects on the images derive from real photographs and have not been generated on computers.
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